
Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo Happy you will enjoy time periods in which your electricity consumption will
cost you €0.

0 €/kWh 2 % 0 €/kWh
Energy consumed during Happy
Hours.

Discount on unit price 1 year for
subscribing to the electronic
billing system for this contract.

The consumption of your first
month.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 21% included. Electricity Tax 5,11269632% included.

Power term
€/kW and month

3,727906
0,627919

On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

0
0,258370

H. Happy
Rest h.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The customer can choose the Happy hours from among the options available and can change them for the entire billing cycle in
progress and afterwards: (a) 2 consecutive hours of every day, which will be repeated every day, (b) 1 entire day of the week, which will
be repeated every week or © the 50 hours of highest consumption of the month (the number of Happy hours will be proportional to the
days included in the invoiced period).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners. Document
edited 10/06/2021. Offer valid for contracts between 21/06/2021 and 01/08/2021.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo Happy you will enjoy time periods in which your electricity consumption will
cost you €0.

0 €/kWh 2 % 0 €/kWh
Energy consumed during Happy
Hours.

Discount on unit price 1 year for
subscribing to the electronic
billing system for this contract.

The consumption of your first
month.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IGIC 3% included. Electricity Tax 5,11269632% included.

Power term
€/kW and month

3,173342
0,534510

On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

0
0,219935

H. Happy
Rest h.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The customer can choose the Happy hours from among the options available and can change them for the entire billing cycle in
progress and afterwards: (a) 2 consecutive hours of every day, which will be repeated every day, (b) 1 entire day of the week, which will
be repeated every week or © the 50 hours of highest consumption of the month (the number of Happy hours will be proportional to the
days included in the invoiced period).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners. Document
edited 10/06/2021. Offer valid for contracts between 21/06/2021 and 01/08/2021.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo Happy you will enjoy time periods in which your electricity consumption will
cost you €0.

0 €/kWh 2 % 0 €/kWh
Energy consumed during Happy
Hours.

Discount on unit price 1 year for
subscribing to the electronic
billing system for this contract.

The consumption of your first
month.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IPSI (General indirect tax Ceuta &Melilla) 1% included. Electricity Tax 5,11269632% included.

Power term
€/kW and month

3,111723
0,524131

On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

0
0,215664

H. Happy
Rest h.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The customer can choose the Happy hours from among the options available and can change them for the entire billing cycle in
progress and afterwards: (a) 2 consecutive hours of every day, which will be repeated every day, (b) 1 entire day of the week, which will
be repeated every week or © the 50 hours of highest consumption of the month (the number of Happy hours will be proportional to the
days included in the invoiced period).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners. Document
edited 10/06/2021. Offer valid for contracts between 21/06/2021 and 01/08/2021.


